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The Burnisher
A comprehensive guide to understanding the language of C offers solutions for everyday programming tasks and provides
all the necessary information to understand and use common programming techniques. Original. (Intermediate).

Sprinkle with Murder
Japanese Hermeneutics provides a forum for the most current international debates on the role played by interpretative
models in the articulation of cultural discourses on Japan. It presents the thinking of esteemed Western philosophers,
aestheticians, and art and literary historians, and introduces to English-reading audiences some of Japan's most
distinguished scholars, whose work has received limited or no exposure in the United States. In the first part, Hermeneutics
and Japan, contributors examine the difficulties inherent in articulating otherness without falling into the trap of
essentialization and while relying on Western epistemology for explanation and interpretation. In the second part, Japan's
Aesthetic Hermeneutics, they explore the role of aesthetics in shaping discourses on art and nature in Japan. The essays in
the final section of the book, Japan's Literary Hermeneutics, rethink the notion of Japanese literature in light of recent
findings on the ideological implications of canon formations and transformations within Japan's prominent literary circles.

A Hope Springs Christmas
Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura are finally living out their dream as the proud owners of the Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery.
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But their first big client is a nightmare. She's a bridezilla who wants 500 custom cupcakes for her wedding. When Mel
stumbles upon the bride-to-be dead-by-cupcake, she becomes the prime suspect. To save themselves and their business,
the ladies need to find the real murderer, before the cupcake killer ices someone else.

Complexity Demystified
The dead of night The Old West town of Lily, Arizona, is home to the Gilded Lily, a former theater…and bawdy house. These
days, it offers theatrical productions geared to tourists, but the recent discovery of a skull, a real skull, among the props
and costumes shakes everyone up. So, who do you call? The Krewe of Hunters, a special FBI unit of paranormal
investigators. In this case, it's agent Jane Everett. Jane's also a talented artist who creates images of the dead as they once
were. But the Krewe always works with local law enforcement, and here that means Sloan Trent, former Houston cop and
now sheriff. His great-great-grandmother was an actress at the Gilded Lily…and she's not resting in peace. Then more
remains appear in the nearby desert. As they search for answers, using all the skills at their disposal, Jane and Sloan find
themselves falling into danger—and into love.

Jerry Capeci's Gang Land
Practitioners often say: 'We need to do something differently but are not sure what to do or how to do it' and 'Scientists
explain complexity but don't tell you what to do in practical terms'. This book has been written to offer solutions for these
practitioners - to provide an Approach for 'putting complexity to work'. Practice is, de facto, determined by changing
contexts. In a specific instance, what needs doing will depend on the circumstances, and cannot be bounded or decided in
advance. But when most auditors, donors or managers demand tangible, target-driven results within a fixed time frame,
how can practitioners convince them that working with the open principles of complexity will lead to more successful and
sustainable solutions? This book is not 'yet another' complexity book. What it offers is an in-depth, systematic, Framework
that practitioners can use to focus on the dynamic phenomena already active in their working context, to be able to shape
and influence these phenomena 'on the fly'. The authors present six case studies, including the UK Fuel Crisis (2000) and
the 2010 Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill. Their Approach reveals a clear understanding of the stresses and strains that were felt
throughout the crises and how these might have been handled differently had an appreciation of the underlying complexity
been part of standard practice. Drawn from their own experiences and those of other practitioners, and to bridge the gap
between theory, experience and practice, the authors have produced a clear and erudite 'bible' for realising the inherent
benefits of 'putting complexity to work'.

A Little Friendly Advice
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Skeeter is the best batter in the league but seems to be all thumbs when fielding or trying to make friends.

A Companion to Spanish Cinema
Violet Willoughby doesn't believe in ghosts, especially since her mother has worked as a fraudulent medium for a decade.
Violet has taken part in enough of her mother's tricks to feel more than a little jaded about anyhting supernatural. The
ghosts, however, believe in Violet and she's been seeing them everywhere. One ghost in particular needs Violet to use her
emerging gift to solve her murder . . . and prevent the ghost's twin sister from suffering the same fate.

Sage ACT! 2012 Cookbook
These papers from the 10th anniversary of the Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory (HCIL) at the University of
Maryland, exemplify different research methodologies, and show the maturation of human-computer interaction research.
The first section introduces how HCIL does what they do.

The Cid
Shun has been wracked with guilt over his older brother's unsuccessful suicide attempt, to the point where he hardly has a
life to call his own. But everything changes when a beautiful stranger, the enigmatic Cain, comes into his life and takes
Shun on a ride down a dangerous road of love, loss, lust, guilt, passion, and taboo! Shun craves the excitement that only
Cain can give him, but at what cost?

Miracle at the Plate
Siobhan Vivian's sparkling YA debut now in paperback! Ruby's turning sixteen . . . but the day doesn't turn out to be as
sweet as it's supposed to be. Her long-lost father shows up, and Ruby doesn't want to have anything to do with him.
Instead, she wants to hang out with her friends--loyal Beth, dangerous Katherine, and gossipy Maria. They have plenty of
advice for her--about boys, about her dad, about how she should look and what she should be feeling. But really, Ruby
doesn't know what to think or feel. Especially when a new boy comes into the picture . . . and Ruby discovers some of her
friends aren't as truthful as they say.

Five Dead Canaries
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"What Nature Suffers to Groe" explores the mutually transforming relationship between environment and human culture on
the Georgia coastal plain between 1680 and 1920. Each of the successive communities on the coast--the philanthropic and
imperialistic experiment of the Georgia Trustees, the plantation culture of rice and sea island cotton planters and their
slaves, and the postbellum society of wage-earning freedmen, lumbermen, vacationing industrialists, truck farmers, river
engineers, and New South promoters--developed unique relationships with the environment, which in turn created unique
landscapes. The core landscape of this long history was the plantation landscape, which persisted long after its economic
foundation had begun to erode. The heart of this study examines the connection between power relations and different
perceptions and uses of the environment by masters and slaves on lowcountry plantations--and how these differing habits
of land use created different but interlocking landscapes. Nature also has agency in this story; some landscapes worked and
some did not. Mart A. Stewart argues that the creation of both individual and collective livelihoods was the consequence not
only of economic and social interactions but also of changing environmental ones, and that even the best adaptations
required constant negotiation between culture and nature. In response to a question of perennial interest to historians of
the South, Stewart also argues that a "sense of place" grew out of these negotiations and that, at least on the coastal plain,
the "South" as a place changed in meaning several times.

Haunting Violet
Mobile Usability
Nothing has been more prolific over the past century than human/machine interaction. Automobiles, telephones,
computers, manufacturing machines, robots, office equipment, machines large and small; all affect the very essence of our
daily lives. However, this interaction has not always been efficient or easy and has at times turned fairly hazardous.

The Triple Whammy Cure
Written by the author of the best-selling HyperText & HyperMedia, this book is an excellent guide to the methods of
usability engineering. The book provides the tools needed to avoid usability surprises and improve product quality. Step-bystep information on which method to use at various stages during the development lifecycle are included, along with
detailed information on how to run a usability test and the unique issues relating to international usability. * Emphasizes
cost-effective methods that developers can implement immediately * Instructs readers about which methods to use when,
throughout the development lifecycle, which ultimately helps in cost-benefit analysis. * Shows readers how to avoid the four
most frequently listed reasons for delay in software projects. * Includes detailed information on how to run a usability test. *
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Covers unique issues of international usability. * Features an extensive bibliography allowing readers to find additional
information. * Written by an internationally renowned expert in the field and the author of the best-selling HyperText &
HyperMedia.

Short Stories in the Classroom
A Companion to Spanish Cinema is a bold collection of newly commissioned essays written by top international scholars
that thoroughly interrogates Spanish cinema from a variety of thematic, theoretical and historic perspectives. Presents an
insightful and provocative collection of newly commissioned essays and original research by top international scholars from
a variety of theoretical, disciplinary and geographical perspectives Offers a systematic historical, thematic, and theoretical
approach to Spanish cinema, unique in the field Combines a thorough and insightful study of a wide spectrum of topics and
issues with in–depth textual analysis of specific films Explores Spanish cinema s cultural, artistic, industrial, theoretical and
commercial contexts pre– and post–1975 and the notion of a national cinema Canonical directors and stars are examined
alongside understudied directors, screenwriters, editors, and secondary actors Presents original research on image and
sound; genre; non–fiction film; institutions, audiences and industry; and relations to other media, as well as a
theoretically–driven section designed to stimulate innovative research

Her Highness and the Highlander
One of today's top political observers dissects the last 35 years of American politics as he shows how Democrats have lost
the country's support and why the Republicans have, in so many instances, dominated the political agenda.

MASTERING ALGORITHMS WITH C. Avec une disquette
With college recruiters clambering to sign up him up, Terrell Jamerson will have to think fast if he wants to stay in the game.

Usability Engineering
In 1987, seasoned journalist Jerry Capeci was hired by the New York Daily News to cover the crime beat. His reporting on
the Mafia proved so popular that he was given a weekly column, which was tagged "Jerry Capeci's Gangland." "Gangland"
was an immediate hit with New Yorkers and continued for almost seven years. Capeci wrote on the everyday trials and
tribulations of La Cosa Nostra, putting the mob under a microscope and laying bare the inner workings and day-to-day
operations of both mob bosses and low-level street soldiers alike. He reported on such major mob events as John Gotti's
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murder conviction and Sammy "the Bull"Gravano's testimony that put Gotti behind bars.

Tumor Necrosis Factor
This eBook version of The Cid presents the full text of this literary classic.

Facial Harmony
There Are Some Summers You'll Always Remember Sometimes I wake up shivering in the early hours of the morning,
drowning in dreams of being out there in the ocean that summer, of looking up at the moon and feeling as invisible and free
as a fish. But I'm jumping ahead, and to tell the story right I have to go back to the beginning. To a place called Indigo
Beach. To a boy with pale skin that glowed against the dark waves. To the start of something neither of us could have
predicted, and which would mark us forever, making everything that came after and before seem like it belonged to
another life. My name is Mia Gordon: I was sixteen years old, and I remember everything.

World History Challenge: a Classroom Quiz Game
In the epic conclusion of The Baronies Trilogy, Ryan Cawdor faces his ultimate confrontation with the evil mastermind who
is planning to use a hightech orbiting transformer to incinerate Front Royal. Original.

The Bible Cure for Hepatitis and Hepatitis C
The 21st century calls for a methodology that efficiently and effectively addresses organizational issues. That is why author
Phillip C. Reinke created DMADD (Define/Measure/Analyze/ Develop/Deliver). This methodology is capable of taking your
organization from simply surviving to thriving. "Visionary and expert, Reinke champions DMADD. The New Brass Ring is
always slightly ahead of your brainyou haven't quite internalized one revolutionary advancement before others come along.
Such innovative insight, fortified by the principles of leading transformational giants, reinforces Reinke's place aside the
likes of Deming." --Rick Shults, Executive Director, Process Improvement - Certified Master Blackbelt "Years ago, Phil
differentiated himself, with his ability to consistently deliver creative results and meet challenges. I could see DMADD's
beginnings before he formally named it. The 21st century is the place for DMADD and The New Brass Ring is its
introduction." -- Robert Malanga - Chief Operating Officer, LightGen, LLC "The economy and market demands a change in
the way we need to address issues and face challenges. It is ripe for a new idea. The New Brass Ring quenches my thirst for
what I know will make a huge difference in organizational performance. I want more and I know where to get it!" -- Mike
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Borrone, Founder and President enVision Staffing Solutions, Inc.

Japanese Hermeneutics
If you are a Scala, Java, or Python developer with an interest in machine learning and data analysis and are eager to learn
how to apply common machine learning techniques at scale using the Spark framework, this is the book for you. While it
may be useful to have a basic understanding of Spark, no previous experience is required.

Directions in Human-computer Interaction
A crash course to human factors theory for technical communication professionals explains how to translate it into practice
and addresses such areas as color, graphics, layout, and getting feedback. Original. (All Users).

Dark Reckoning
Foul Trouble
London, 1916. Among a new breed of fiercely independent women are the 'canaries', a raucous group of munitions workers,
so-called after their chemically-stained yellow faces. However, a birthday celebration between them is interrupted by a
brutal explosion. Unconvinced by the suggestion that this is the work of a German spy, Detective Inspector Marmion and
Sergeant Keedy begin their investigations and attempt to untangle the many threads of a surprising case.

THE NIGHT IS WATCHING
You know that web content is the text, images, audio, and video in your website or web application—but how do you ensure
that your content is truly effective? Does Your Content Work addresses this key question, illustrating the importance of
applying content evaluation as a constant assessment of how well your content meets your goals. In this book, content
strategist and user experience expert Colleen Jones explains the essential process of evaluating whether your web content
is working. Follow along and you will: Learn how investing time and effort in evaluating your content pays off in tangible
ways. Explore the top three action items to evaluate your content’s effectiveness: asking specific questions, getting access
to analytics, and launching a content-focused survey. Walk through the content evaluation process: asking questions based
on your goals, getting answers with the right data mix, and interpreting and acting on the answers. "Improving content
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quality in large organizations can feel like an uphill battle against processes, data, and operational silos. How, for instance,
do you show business partners you’re “getting content done” while affording your creative teams the perspective they need
to do content right? With the prioritized, action-oriented methods she’s laid out in Does Your Content Work?, Colleen Jones
simplifies the science of content evaluation in ways that enable the art of content to thrive." —Aaron Burgess, UX Content
Director, PayPal

Machine Learning with Spark
After she is robbed and her personal guard is killed, Princess Mercedes of Alden convinces dispossessed laird Daniel
MacKinnon to escort her to London, and they face the perils of love as well as pursuit by ruthless assassins.

What Nature Suffers to Groe
OVER 3 MILLION BIBLE CURE BOOKS SOLD FROM THE NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLING AUTHOR OF THE SEVEN PILLARS OF
HEALTH AND I CAN DO THIS DIET Make liver-friendly choices and chase away your hepatitis! Today there is good news for
the millions of Americans who have hepatitis! It is treatable and beatable! Find out how and why wise decisions, nutrition,
supplements, stress-free living and faith can bring your hepatitis--including hepatitis C--under control. Next to your skin,
your liver is the largest orgain in the body, and it carries a heavy load of responsibility in keeping you healthy. Learn how to
treat it well and make liver-friendly choices! In this easy-to-read little book, you'll discover: How the liver rids the body of
impurities Strategic plans for recuing and restoring your liver Common-sense activities and foods to avoid How to keep your
family members virus free You want to be healthy. God wants you to be healthy. Now at last here's a source of information
that will help you get healthy--body, mind and spirit.

Talking Beyond the Page
How do we create a satisfactory user experience when limited to a small device? This new guide focuses on usability for
mobile devices, primarily smartphones and touchphones, and covers such topics as developing a mobile strategy, designing
for small screens, writing for mobile, usability comparisons, and looking toward the future. The book includes 228-full color
illustrations to demonstrate the points. Based on expert reviews and international studies with participants ranging from
students to early technology adopters and business people using websites on a variety of mobile devices, this guide offers a
complete look at the landscape for a mobile world. Author Jakob Nielsen is considered one of the world's leading experts on
Web usability. He is the author of numerous best-selling books, including Prioritizing Web Usability and the groundbreaking
Designing Web Usability, which has sold more than 250,000 copies and has been translated in 22 languages.
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The New Brass Ring
The 18th century was a wealth of knowledge, exploration and rapidly growing technology and expanding record-keeping
made possible by advances in the printing press. In its determination to preserve the century of revolution, Gale initiated a
revolution of its own: digitization of epic proportions to preserve these invaluable works in the largest archive of its kind.
Now for the first time these high-quality digital copies of original 18th century manuscripts are available in print, making
them highly accessible to libraries, undergraduate students, and independent scholars. Delve into what it was like to live
during the eighteenth century by reading the first-hand accounts of everyday people, including city dwellers and farmers,
businessmen and bankers, artisans and merchants, artists and their patrons, politicians and their constituents. Original
texts make the American, French, and Industrial revolutions vividly contemporary. ++++ The below data was compiled
from various identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title. This data is provided as an additional tool in helping
to insure edition identification: ++++ Bodleian Library (Oxford) P002920 Title from caption. Collected issues bound with
engraved, illustrated title page, lacking imprint or designation. Imprint at foot of first page; imprint repeated as colophon.
Imprints lack dates; years of publication from dates of issues. Publisher's statement appears in note at end of text:
"Published by S. Bagster, 81, Strand; sold by the booksellers and the newsmen, price 4d.." Final issue includes "Appendix"
announcing the failure of the publicaiton and the editor's withdrawal. [London, England]: Printed by J. Barker, Gr. Russell-st.
Cov. Gar., [1800-1801]. 11 v.; 4°

Human Factors for Technical Communicators
Panoramic display of evolving styles ranges from hoop-skirted gowns of the mid-1800s to turn-of-the-century fashions that
produced diminished bustles and close-fitting skirts. "A superb resource." — History in Review.

Politics Lost
School Standards and Framework Bill
Amish widow Sarah Wyse does not see wedding bells in her future. Still, she can't think of a better way to spend the
Christmas season than helping her handsome, shy neighbor Levi Beachy find a wife. But once the single ladies of Hope
Springs start visiting his buggy shop, Levi sends the town's eligible men Sarah's way. Neither expects to find love—but with
help from the close-knit community, they just might mend each other's broken heart.
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The Summer of Skinny Dipping
This book is about a woman who lost the love of her life because of her first husband. They were all friends in high school,
and the first husband stopped the love they had for each other. After thirty-five years and through a tragic accident, they
found each other. They both have been through marriages and divorces, but in the end, they are together.

Joint Cognitive Systems
Over 75 advanced recipes in this book and eBook for power users of Sage ACT! 2012 to increase the efficiency of
businesses.

Victorian Fashions
Is this your life? You've been feeling just plain awful for far too long -- depressed, exhausted, achy, stressed-out, bloated,
and forgetful. In fact, you're beginning to find it hard to remember the last time you felt really well -- or even just okay. So
you go to the doctor -- perhaps even a series of doctors -- who tell you either that your test results are normal and you're
fine or that you have to learn to live with your symptoms. Maybe they even prescribe medications that don't help or that
knock you out with side effects. You're fed up. You want your health back. If this sounds familiar, read on. You may be
suffering from what Dr. David Edelberg calls the "Triple Whammy" -- a three-pronged assault on body and mind made up of
unrelenting stress, low levels of the feel-good brain chemical serotonin, and your ever-shifting hormones. You can benefit
from The Triple Whammy Cure, a simple but highly effective three-week plan that can stop this devastating attack and let
you feel good again. It's important to take action now because, if Triple Whammy symptoms aren't stopped, Triple
Whammy disorders can eventually develop: chronic anxiety, chronic fatigue syndrome, memory loss, PMS, menopause
problems, postpartum depression, depression, fibromyalgia, wintertime blues, TMJ, irritable bowel syndrome, brain fog,
migraines, sleep problems, overeating, and weight gain. If you've been diagnosed with one or more of these, you can start
feeling better soon by following the Three-Week Cure and the special healing path provided for your condition. Author Dr.
David Edelberg is a recognized pioneer in treating chronic illnesses and a practicing physician with thirty years of clinical
experience. Dr. Edelberg's Triple Whammy Cure is a natural program that provides powerful but easy solutions for each of
the three whammies, with steps that include: boosting your serotonin levels without taking an antidepressant, natural
supplements backed up by the best studies for smoothing hormonal swings, and a stress-relief menu that's more fun than
work. There's also a delicious serotonin-boosting eating plan. And reading his healing paths for Triple Whammy disorders is
like having a virtual appointment with Dr. Edelberg. The Triple Whammy Cure is so simple that Dr. Edelberg's thousands of
patients wondered how it would work -- until they tried it themselves and felt so much better only twenty-one days later.
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Case stories in the book show how these patients got their lives back. Now, The Triple Whammy Cure can help you get back
your life, too.

Does Your Content Work?
Talking Beyond the Page shows how different kinds of picturebooks can be used with children of all ages and highlights the
positive educational gains to be made from reading, sharing, talking and writing about picturebooks. With contributions
from some of the world's leading experts, chapters in this book consider how: children think about and respond to visual
images and other aspects of picturebooks children’s responses can be qualitatively improved by encouraging them to think
and talk about picturebooks before, during and after reading them the non-text features of picturebooks, when considered
in their own right, can help readers to make more sense out of the book different kinds of picturebooks, such as wordless,
postmodern, multimodal and graphic novels, are structured children can respond creatively to picturebooks as art forms
picturebooks can help children deal with complex issues in their lives Talking beyond the Page also includes an exclusive
interview with Anthony Browne who shares thoughts about his work as an author illustrator. This inspiring and thought
provoking book is essential reading for teachers, student teachers, literacy consultants, academics interested in
picturebook research and those organising and teaching on teacher education courses in children’s literature and literacy.

Golden Cain
The First, Second, and Final
Examining how teachers help students respond to short fiction, this book presents 25 essays that look closely at
"teachable" short stories by a diverse group of classic and contemporary writers. The approaches shared by the
contributors move from readers' first personal connections to a story, through a growing facility with the structure of stories
and the perception of their varied cultural contexts, to a refined and discriminating sense of taste in short fiction. After a
foreword ("What Is a Short Story and How Do We Teach It?"), essays in the book are: (1) "Shared Weight: Tim O'Brien's 'The
Things They Carried'" (Susanne Rubenstein); (2) "Being People Together: Toni Cade Bambara's 'Raymond's Run'" (Janet
Ellen Kaufman); (3) "Destruct to Instruct: 'Teaching' Graham Greene's'The Destructors'" (Sara R. Joranko); (4) "Zora Neale
Hurston's 'How It Feels to Be Colored Me': A Writing and Self-Discovery Process" (Judy L. Isaksen); (5) "Forcing Readers to
Read Carefully: William Carlos Williams's 'The Use of Force'" (Charles E. May); (6) "'Nothing Much Happens in This Story':
Teaching Sarah Orne Jewett's 'A White Heron'" (Janet Gebhart Auten); (7) "How Did I Break My Students of One of Their
Biggest Bad Habits as Readers? It Was Easy: Using Alice Walker's 'How Did I Get Away'" (Kelly Chandler); (8) "Reading
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between the Lines of Gina Berriault's 'The Stone Boy'" (Carole L. Hamilton); (9) "Led to Condemn: Discovering the Narrative
Strategy of Herman Melville's 'Bartleby the Scrivener'" (James Tackach); (10) "One Great Way to Read Short Stories:
Studying Character Deflection in Morley Callaghan's 'All the Years of Her Life'" (Grant Tracey); (11) "Stories about Stories:
Teaching Narrative Using William Saroyan's 'My Grandmother Lucy Tells a Story without a Beginning, a Middle, or an End'"
(Brenda Dyer); (12) "The Story Looks at Itself: Narration in Virginia Woolf's 'An Unwritten Novel'" (Tamara Grogan); (13)
"Structuralism and Edith Wharton's 'Roman Fever'" (Linda L. Gill); (14) "Creating Independent Analyzers of the Short Story
with Rawlings's 'A Mother in Mannville'" (Russell Shipp); (15) "Plato's 'Myth of the Cave' and the Pursuit of Knowledge"
(Dennis Young); (16) "Through Cinderella: Four Tools and the Critique of High Culture" (Lawrence Pruyne); (17) "Getting
behind Gilman's 'The Yellow Wallpaper'" (Dianne Fallon); (18) "Expanding the Margins in American Literature Using
Armistead Maupin's 'More Tales of the City'" (Barbara Kaplan Bass); (19) "Shuffling the Race Cards: Toni Morrison's
'Recitatif'" (E. Shelley Reid); (20) "Readers, Cultures, and 'Revolutionary' Literature: Teaching Toni Cade Bambara's 'The
Lesson'" (Jennifer Seibel Trainor); (21) "Learning to Listen to Stories: Sherman Alexie's 'Witnesses, Secret and Not'" (Susan
Berry Brill de Ramirez); (22) "'Sometimes, Bad Is Bad': Teaching Theodore Dreiser's 'Typhoon' and the American Literary
Canon" (Peter Kratzke); (23) "Teaching Flawed Fiction: 'The Most Dangerous Game'" (Tom Hansen); (24) "Reading Louise
Erdrich's 'American Horse'" (Pat Onion); and (25) "Opening the Door to Understanding Joyce Carol Oates's 'Where Are You
Going, Where Have You Been?'" (Richard E. Mezo). An afterword "Writing by the Flash of the Firefly" and a bibliographic
postscript are attached. (RS)
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